Viewpoint in Language

What makes us talk about viewpoint and perspective in linguistic analyses
and in literary texts, as well as in landscape art? Is this shared vocabulary
marking real connections between the disparate phenomena? This volume
argues that human cognition is not only rooted in the human body, but also
inherently ''viewpointed" as a result; consequently, so are language and communication. Dancygier and Sweetser bring together researchers who do not
typically meet on common ground: analysts of narrative and literary style,
linguists examining the uses of grammatical forms in signed and spoken languages, and analysts of gesture accompanying speech. Using models developed within cognitive linguistics, the book uncovers swprising functional
similarities across various communicative forms, arguing for specific cognitive unde!pinnings of such correlations. What emerges is a new understanding
of the role and structure of viewpoint and a groundbreaking methodology for
investigating communicative choices across various modalities and discourse
contexts.
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Irony as a viewpoint phenomenon
Vera Tobin and Michael Israel

1.1

I

A curious example

In Jesus Is Magic, a concert film of her off-Broadway stand-up comedy routine,
Sarah Silverman (2005) tells a joke:
(1)

"Everybody blames the Jews for killing Christ, and then the Jews try
to pass it off on the Romans. I'm one of the few people that believe it
was the blacks."

The audience seems to have no trouble identifying this utterance as a kind of
ironic joke, in which the comedian is presenting an absurd or offensive position
in order to mock it, rather than simply asserting it. In order to appreciate the
joke, her audience must understand it as performing more than one speech act
at once. At the most superficial level, there is the act performed by Silverman's
cheerfully narrow-minded, unflappable onstage persona, who is presenting her
novel theory about the death of Christ. This ostensible act alludes to at least
two other (sets of) speech acts: first, the centuries-old anti-Semitic trope that
"Jews killed Jesus," and second, Lenny Bruce's famous jokes skewering that
claim (catalogued in Bruce 1963: 155). For example:
(2)

''Yes, we did it. I did it. My family. I found a note in my basement:
LWe killed him- signed, Morty."'

Where the joke in (2) is a fairly straightforward example of verbal irony,
however, (1) seems to involve something more complicated and perhaps even
problematic. This joke is not quite like its predecessor. Something about it
leads commentators to wonder if laughing makes the audience complicit in
''the cheap thrill of public racism" (Anderson 2005), even though it is also clear
that Silverman does not really believe that ''the blacks" killed Christ.
While the structure and context of the joke invite the audience to join the
comedian in the contemplation of something from an ironic distance, the actual
object of Silverman's ironizing is unclear. The victims of Bruce's irony are
real anti-Semites, but there is no such real-life bigot who believes that "the
blacks" killed Jesus. The absence of any obvious viewpoint one could share
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with the speaker, or any obvious way of figuring out where her viewpoint might
really be, generates interpretive tension: Part of Silve~'s edgy a~peal rests
on the difficulty of decoding her ironic intentions. Is the Joke on ractsts, on the
.
.
audience, on political comedy?
1bis off-kilter experience seems to us to be exactly the pomt of the JOke.
It is a concise example of what Wayne Booth (1974) called "unstable irony":
an irony that offers no final interpretation that is not s~bject to the prospect
of further ironic undermining. We would like to explicate the processes of
meaning construction that make this joke both ironic ~ unsettling. While
pretense is involved in this performance (cf Clark and ~mg 1?84; Krenz and
Glucksberg 1989; Clark 1996), and so is a sort of echmc mention (cf Sperber
and Wilson 1981) of the original anti-Semitic remark, neither of these factors
is self-evidently the source of the unstable ironic effect itself.

l.Z

Isn't it ironic?

Irony is a puzzling thing. It has been a source of wonder for sch~lars in ~y
traditions from German Romantics to psycholinguists and Alams Momsette
(the pop~lar singer who famously asked, "Isn't it ironic?"). But since the
beginning of the Modem era, the variety of phenomena call~ "irony" by
rhetoricians, literary scholars, and the public in general has proliferated (Knox
1961), so it is wo!1fl considering whether all these phenomena really have
anything of substance in common at all.
Within the cognitive sciences, it is common (Sperber and Wilson 1981, 1998;
Clark and Gerrig 1984; Krenz and Glucksberg 1989) to restrict studies of irony
to "verbal irony," of which sarcasm is the paradigm case. These accounts .tend
to focus on the problem of how these kinds of ironic utterances are recogruzed;
the basic goal is to identify the necessary features for an ironic utterance and
the cognitive mechanisms that enable bearers to identify and ~terp~t s~ch
utterances. Literary studies tend to come at irony from ~ oppostte. d~tio?.
Rather than considering readers' "successful" interpretations of any gtve~ trOI_UC
statement, literary accounts often seek to tease out more and .mo~ 1r0mes
surrounding a text, and to point out how these ironies make tt difficult or
impossible to pin down stable meanings (Empson 1947; Cplebrook 20~) .
We suggest that these concerns are in fact complementary, and that literary
and linguistic theories of irony have much to gain from one an~th~r. ~e~
are two major issues that we feel have been somewhat neglected m lingmsttc
theories of irony. First, "irony" is the name of not one thing, but a whole range ~f
phenomena. Our account builds on theories that treat irony as a form o~ echotc
mention (Sperber and Wilson 1981, 1998) or pretense (Clark and ~mg 1984;
Kreuz and Glucksberg 1989), but applies to a broader range of literary and
cultural phenomena, including .classical cases like Swift's "Modest Proposal";
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cosmic and dramatic ironies; multilayered ironies of the sort found in Borges;
irony as a kind of sensibility, as in Romantic irony and camp; and the existence
of entire ironic genres, such as the pseudo-scholarly articles produced by fans
of Arthur Conan Doyle, which operate under the conceit that Sherlock Holmes
was a genuine historical figure.
It is possible that these different senses of irony are only related by a chain
of historical associations, and do not form a natural type. Still, almost as
long as there have been formal discussions of irony, it has been treated as a
phenomenon with many guises. Even Quintilian, whose definition of irony as a
trope in which one says the opposite of what one means is often presented as the
canonical, overly simplistic "classical view" of the form, in fact described irony
as something that could be expressed over the course of extended, discursive
"figures of thought," as well as through simple anaphrasis (Butler 1921).
Rather than presenting an account ofverbal irony alone, then, theorists should
consider whether verbal irony and other p~nomena sometimes called "irOnic"
do, in fact, have anything significant in common. The production and interpretation of sarcastic utterances may well rely on similar cognitive mechanisms to
those that underlie the performance and appreciation of dramatic, situational,
and Socratic irony.
Intuitively, what seems to unite the various sorts of irony is the existence of
some kind of complex viewpoint on a single situation, the quality that Fowler
(1926) described as the "double audience" that distinguishes 110ny from mere
incongruity. Our account suggests that this intuitive connection reflects genuine,
shared, underlying conceptual structure.
The second issue is an apparent paradox. On the one hand, irony is difficult.
The ability to understand it comes relatively late in cognitive development,
and even adults frequently misinterpret it, so much so that the potential for
misunderstanding appears to be a defining feature of the figure. But irony is
also ubiquitous. It is a commonplace of cultural criticism that certain strata
of Western culture can no longer be sincere, only "post-ironic." Literature, of
course, has long depended on irony for tragic or comedic effect, but irony also
fills the emails we send (with newly invented typographic effects to signal one's
lack of sincerity), the music we listen to, even the clothes we wear and the food
we eat- think of urbane adults who wear My Little Pony shirts or serve Moon
Pies at their weddings. We are incapable, it seems, of resisting the ironic urge.
In light of these facts, a theory of irony ideally ought to explain how verbal
irony relates to other kinds of irony, as well as why irony is both sometimes very
hard to understand and sometimes very hard to control, allowing for apparently
endless layering in certain contexts.
Drawing on work in Mental Spaces Theory (Fauconnier 1985, 1997) and
Cognitive Grammar (Langack.er 1999), we argue that irony is fundamentally
a viewpoint effect in which a conceptualization is simultaneously accessed
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from multiple perspectives. Acts of ironic understanding in general, including
verbal, dramatic, and situational ironies, involve a type of dynamic reconstrual
in which attention "zooms out" from the focUsed content of a mental space to a
higher viewpoint from which the original Viewpoint Space is reassessed. In this
interpretive process, a meaning is accessed from one viewpoint (the ironized)
and then, simultaneously or a little later, re-accessed from a higher viewpoint
(the ironic).

1.3

Irony as a viewpoint phenomenon
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Various views of verbal irony

Figurative language in general poses a fundamental problem for a theory of
utterance interpretation - how is it that a speaker can say one thing, mean
something else, and yet hope to be understood?
The unifying quality of so-called ''verbal ironies" (as opposed, for instance, to
dramatic ironies) is that typically they can be "decoded" by understanding that
the speaker's actual position and the speaker's sarcastically adopted position
differ in crucial ways. Sarcasm is the paradigm case of concise verbal irony.
Swift's Modest Proposal is the classic extended example. Swift's narrator
proposes that Irish babies should be bred and slaughtered as meat for human
consumption. The successful interpreter understands that the implied Swift
himself proposes no such thing; instead he is presenting a savage and satirical
criticism of the cruelty of the English landlord class.
We consider traditional distinctions between different rhetorical figures theoretically justified so long as they involve distinct cognitive strategies. In this
light, what actually counts as an instance of verbal irony depends in part on
how one understands the phenomenon to work.
A classical view, going back at least to Cicero and Quintilian, is that an ironic
utterance is one that means the opposite of what it says: as Johnson put it in his
dictionary, irony is "a mode of speech in which the meaning is contrary to the
words" (1755: 1134). Neither Johnson nor Quintilian is fully explicit as to just
what sorts of meanings should count as contrary here, but the most common
assumption seems to·be that an ironic meaning should be the polar contrary of
the exl?ressed meaning -for example, saying He's a fine friend to mean "He's
a lousy friend," or Rotten meat! How delightful! to mean "Rotten meat! How
disgustmg!"
The problem with this account is that there are many utterances that intuitively count as ironic, but in which the speaker does not mean anything like the
opposite of what he says. Thus Gibbs ( 1986) cites the example of a disgruntled
driver who exclaims, ''I love people who signal," after another driver turns into
his lane without signaling. Clearly, the speaker here does not mean that he hates
people who signal, nor that he loves people who do not signal. The proposition
that the speaker has expressed is in fact just what the speaker believes - the
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irony here is not in what the speaker says, but rather in the fact that he should
choose this occasion to say it
Approaches based on echoic mention, such as Sperber and WJ.lson (1981),
assimilate verbal irony to the broader phenomenon of the use/mention distinction. The basic idea is that a speaker, in producing an ironic utterance, mentions
an expressed proposition rather than using it. This theory is often misunderstood
as implying that irony always involves some sort of literal echo or quotation of
a previous utterance. However, the claim is only that the speaker presents an
expressed.proposition as the kind of thing one might say. The thought being
echoed may not have been expressed in an utterance; it may not be attributable
to any specific person, but merely to a type of person, or people in general; it
may be merely a cultural aspiration or norm (Wilson and Sperber 1992: 60).
Echoed thoughts may be a reflection of actual utterances, or of hopes, desires,
·
attributed thoughts, or cultural norms.
One advantage of this approach 1s that it offers a neat explanation of why
verbal irony is easier when it takes the form of a positive comment on a
manifestly negative sib.Jation (e.g. Brilliant! as a comment on a boneheaded
action, or Lovely weather! as a comment on a sudden downpour) than in the
opposite case, when it takes the form of a negative comment on a positive
situation (What a jerk! of someone who has been very helpful, What an idiot!
of a Nobel Prize winner, or Whatfoul weather! said on a sunny day). According
to the echoic mention account, the fonner examples work in almost any context,
because they echo positive cultural norms; the latter only work where there is
some accessible prior utterance or expectation that they can echo:
(3)

Peter: The weather is going to nun foul. I have a nasty feeling about
that picnic.
[Peter and Mary go to the picnic planned with their friends. The sun
. shines.]
Mary: Pretty foul weather, all right!

While the theory has a number of virtues, and does seem to describe an important variety of ironic utterances, it remains open to criticism. It is not clear that
echoic mention is always a necessary condition for irony. It is difficult to see
how the irony in a satire like A Modest Proposal, for example, is predicated
sheerly on echoic mention: there is no cultural norm, prior utterance, or expectation for eating Irish babies being echoed here. Nor 1s echoic mention by itself
sufficient to explain irony. Giora ( 1995: 248) points out that utterances like (4b)
are both echoic and disparaging, but not ironic, while utterances like (5b) are
indeed ironic.
(4a)

Dina: I missed the last news broadcast. What did the Prime Minister
say about the Palestinians?

(4b)

Mira (with ridiculing aversion): That we should deport them.
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(Sa)

Dina: I missed the last news broadcast. What did the Prime Minister
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is a reasonable line to take on the issue, but since our project in this chapter
is to account for the features that verbal uony does share with other kinds of
irony, it means that these theories will not be sufficient for our purposes.

say about the Palestinians?
(5b)

Mira: That we should host them in 5-star hotels in Lebanon.

Alternate approaches based on pretense (Clark and Gerrig 1984; Clark 1996;
also Kreuz and Glucksberg 1989; Kumon-Nakamura et al. 1995) can handle
both of these cases. These accounts propose that verbal irony occurs when the
speaker pretends to some attitude that she does not really feel and expects her
audience to recognize that it is a pretense. Swift's ¥o~st Proposal ~us can
be explained as follows: the author is pretending an attltude, that of smcerely
proposing that Irish children be slaughtered and sold as meat .for hu.man consumption. The pretense theory can also explain the lack .of rrony m (4), by
pointing out that Mira is in no way pretending to hold a vte~ or ~ P.erform. a
role that is not her own. Mira really does believe that the Prime Minister satd

1.4

1. a layered configuration of mental spaces;
2. a shift in attention from an inner to an outer layer- a "zooming-out";
3. a dynamic blended construal of an event from two distinct viewpoints.

act of pretense.
Oh, yes, how right you are; this disgusting state of affairs is just
delightful.
Since the 1980s, a number of hybrid accounts have been propose~. Gio~ (1~5)
suggests a modification of the Gricean pragmatic analysis of rrony, m which
she argues that irony is a kind of indirect neg.ation produced by an a~parent
violation of the cooperative requirements for discourse coherence, spectfically
produced by a clash between the most salient meaning of an utte~ce ~d
the degree of informativeness that is appro~ri~ for that. utterance, gtven tts
discourse context. An ironic utterance thus highbghts the difference ~tween an
actual state of affairs and some implicated message about a ~ore desuab~e. sta~
of affairs. Attardo (2000) also takes a neo-Gricean view of uony, explatrung 1t
as a case of relevant inappropriateness: if an utterance is both inappropriate
and relevant to the contex~ it will count as ironic.
However, some examples that are handled fairly straightforwardly ~~ other
approaches tum out to be problematic for these theories. The conditt~n of
relevant inappropriateness covers many cases that do not see~ to qualify. a!
irony such as polite understatements. Meanwhile, so-called 'purel} ~ch01c
cases' like the ironic "Pretty foul weather, all right!" in (3), do not conJure up
a mo~ desirable state of affairs, as predicted by the indirect negation account,
and indeed Giora (2003) argues that these cases represent a fundamentall.y
different phenomenon than the kinds of sarcasm explained by her theory. This
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The most common way of thinking about irony is as an operation on a
focused proposition. We suggest that irony is instead an operation on the way
a focused proposition is accessed and viewed: it is a way of construing an expressed proposition or an observed scene. That is, ironic utterances, like ironic
situations, are r;listinguished by the sort of interpretive process they evoke. In
particular, we claun that the interpretation of irony involves three key elements:

that the Palestinians should be deported.
. .
However, just as there are many kinds of mention that are not rroruc, there are
many forms of non-ironic pretense. Further, as pointed out by Sperber (1984),
there is something unsatisfying, at the very least, about the prete~se accou~t
when it comes to ironic utterances that are manifestly self-contradictory, as m
(6), which is a perfectly well-formed piece of sarcasm, but not a very coherent
(6)
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We see these elements as essential not only to the appreciation of verbal irony,
but also to the experience of situational ironies, ironic sensibilities, and structural ironies that are built up over the course of an extended narrative.
In speaking here of irony as an interpretive process, we seek to highlight
the dynamic and unsettling nature of the ironic experience, but we do not wish
thereby to suggest that there is only one way this experience can be achieved.
Canonically, perhaps, the elements of an ironic interpretation are built online the interpreter starting with a view that proves somehow inadequate (the
ironized view), and then adjusting to a new, more satisfying (ironic) viewpoint In practice, however, readers and interlocutors may approach the act of
interpretation with an ironic attitude right from the start, deploying an irOnic
mental space configuration as a default mode of understanding, as, for example,
in that peculiarly sophisticated attitude that takes pleasure in the enjoyment of
camp (cf Sontag 1964), or in the simultaneous appreciation of several mutually exclusive explanations of the world that Schlegel described as the ironic
sensibility of Romanticism.
A precise articulation of this proposal will depend on a few technical details
of Mental Spaces Theory. First, every mental space configuration canonically
includes a Base, a Viewpoint, an Event, and a Focus, although a single space
can serve as more than one of these at the same time (Cutrer 1994; Fauconnier
1997). The Base Space serves as the sUbjectively construed Ground of interpretation. The Viewpoint Space is the space from which conceptual content is
accessed. The space in Focus is the space on which attention is concentrated.
The Event Space is the one in which an event takes place.
Mental spaces also have status with relation to other spaces. These relative
statuses can be hierarchical: mental spaces can be embedded within other mental
spaces. They can be temporal: a space can be figured as past with respect to
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Figure 1.1
one space and present with respect to anothe1. 1bey can also be epistemic: one
space can have the status of fact with respect to another space, for example, or
prediction.
Finally, mental spaces are also potential objects ofjoint attention, ~ speakers
and hearers try to coordinate their mental representations and share attention
to various aspects of those representations. Conceptualizers can shift their
attention within mental space configurations, moving their viewpoint from
space to space.
_
In these terms, then, we propose that irony is a figure of attention flow
consisting of three minimal steps:
.
1. The presentation of a proposition p in a Focus Space F from a Viewpomt
Space V (where F and V may, but need not be identical).
2. The assessment of some conflict or incongruity between p and some set of
assumptions that are accessible iii the context of p.
·
3. The reconstrual ofF, V, and p from a higher Viewpoint Space, V', in a way
that resolves any inconsistencies.
The effect of thi~; process is that an ironic utterance presents a proposition
almost simultaneously from at least two distinct points of view: an ironized
viewpoint (V) and an ironic viewpoint (V' ).
The basic ironic configuration, illustrated very schematically in Figure 1.1,
involves a perceived incompatibility between a profiled Event and some set of

FALSE with respect to M-1
IRONIC with respect to M-1
Figure 1.2

j

I
j

~

l
I

I!
•

tacit assumptions about the common ground. Verbal irony involves a mental
space _configuration in which what is said (i.e. what is manifestly communicated m a speech act) is somehow incongruent with the conditions of its own
utterance. In .order to resolve this incongruity, the intetpret.er must effectively
reconceptualize the context of utterance, thus prompting the construction of
a new viewpoint from a new, re-evaluated Base (M-1), which contains the
original Event Space (M).
F~gure 1.2 illustrates how thi~; works With a relatively straightforward sarcastic utterance: "Lovely weather," said in response to a sudden downpour.
Here, the utterance Lovely weather sets up space M, containing the proposition
that the weather (presumably the weather at hand, of which speaker and hearer
share awareness in their common ground) is lovely.
Nonnally, space M might be understood as a factual beliefspace, representing
the speaker's current view of reality, but in this case the reality of the situation is
plainly at odds with the expressed proposition. The ironic interpretation arises
when a he~r bo~ recognizes this incongruity and thereby recognizes that the
expressed Vlewpomt of the utter.mce is not in fact that of the speaker. This
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recognition may be achieved by pra~c ~fere~ing alone: in w~ch case a
hearer may first consider and then reJect a literal mterp~tation, or 1t may. be
facili~ by ~aralinguis~c cues ~vol~g f~ial express10ns or tone of votce,
in whtch case 1t may be virtually mnnediate.
Either way, the result is a mental space configuratio~ in which the e~pn:ssed
· wpoint and the speaker viewpoint are somehow dtsentangled. This disen:gling requires a second Base Space, M-1, which serves as a kind o~higher
ground from which space M can be reconside~. In Figure 1.2, the sohd arrow
marks the status ofM as subordinate to M-1, while the dashed arrow represents
the flow of attention zooming out from M to the new higher ground. Because
the irony here is intentional and is recognized as such, speaker and h~arer s~
this conception of the entire ironic configuration. M retains an ~soctated ~~e~
point, V, which speaker and hearer "look down on" from ~err ~bared rro~c
viewpoint, V'. The zoom-out effect of irony is a fo~ ?f alienation fro~ this
lower-level viewpoint and from those who hold it; this ts the reason that trony
often has a victim.
.
Again, it is worth emphasizing that in our view irony d~ not reqwre an
interpreter to first entertain and then reject a literal interpretation, but may c~me
more or less instantaneously in a pre-<:Ompiled, complex space configur~tio?.
But whether an irony is built online or pre-compiled as part of an tromc
sensibility, the experience consists of the simultaneous. apPrehension of two
incompatible viewpoints, one of which is rejected and m effect looked down
on. The difference between these two ways of experiencing irony is roughly
analogous to the distinction drawn by Langac~r .(1987: 144-5) betw:en the
two ways of construing an event that unfolds m ttme, et~er b~ .scannmg the
stages of the event sequentially in processing time or by unagtmng the event
all at once with a summary scanning of its subparts.
.
This ac~ount is compatible with the "distancing" viewpoint confi~tion
described by Vandelanotte (this volume), in which certain ex amples of mdirect
speech and thought serve to report or present ano~er person's disc~urse, while
keeping the deictic center of person, place, and time all firmly wtth the c~
rent speaker. The claim is that this kind of speech and thought representation
involves mental space evocation (Dancygier and Sweetser 2000, 2005) ra~r
than embedding - that is, it requires the interpreter to look for an app~te
space accessible within the current discourse configuration, rather than havmg
to cre~te an all-new, embedded space. Such cases are thus echoic, in the. sen.s e
of Sperber and Wtlson (1981), but they are not always, or even usually, ~me.
They can be, though. Vandelanotte observes that the effect of these kinds
of utterances is distancing, because of the unexpected confluence ·of contextual signals that indicate that there are two speech situations in play - both the
current and the reported - without any explicit linguistic indication of this complexity. Moreover, different versions of this configuration can invoke more or
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less associative or dissociative attitudes between current and reported speaker.
Vandelanotte connects more dissociative configurations with the expression of
literary irony and sarcasm, which is just the way we see it as well.
In the last few years, other researchers have proposed accounts of irony
within Mental Spaces Theory. These theories have generally focused on verbal irony, and have claimed that the underlying structure of sarcasm depends
crucially on counterfactual thinking. Collison (2005: 136) argues that in "sarcastic language, the listener is confronted with a blend that she must unpack
into two input spaces: an expected reaction space and a counteifactualtrigger
space." Kihara (2005: 236) similarly suggests that ''ironical remarks have their
effects by referring to a counterfactual mental space of expectation without any
distinct space builders." We find these accounts appealing in many ways, but
note that there are good reasons not to pin an account of irony too tightly to
counterfactuality. Kumon-Nakamura et al. (1995), among others, point out that
there are many kinds of insincerity that are not counterfactual, but are perceived
as ironic, such as statements like, "You sure know a lot," directed to someone
who is indeed knowledgeable, but being an obnoxious show-off about it.
In our account, irony involves a special kind of viewing arrangement- a view
of a Viewpoint in a complex mental space configuration. Like Coulson, we thus
see irony as involving a kind of a blend; however, in our account, the blending
takes place not in the Focus Space where a proposition is expressed, but rather in
the Viewpoint from which an expressed proposition is accessed. The experience
involves the same propositional content being accessed simultaneously from
two incompatible viewpoints, one of which encompasses the other. This is
what makes irony different from the experience of simply being in two minds
about something. The ironic effect itself appears to arise from the way a whole
construal (including an expressed proposition in focus from some viewpoint)
itself becomes an object of construal. This is similar to what happens in the
cases of mental space alignment that Vandelanotte (this volume) describes, in
which "the represented speaker's discourse ends up submerged in that of the
current speaker."
What happens with the experience of irony, then, is an adjustment from this
blend to a new Viewpoint (zooming out) that is construed as both separate and
superordinate: in Haiman's (1998: 80) terms, distinguishing "the difference
between a behaving and a scrutinizing self." This viewpoint adjustment is a
kind of decompression (Fauconnier and Thmer 2002).
This account has several merits. It generalizes insights of previous theories
of verbal irony to handle other kinds of ironic effects, and it allows for a
more articu1ated treatment of layered ironies and ironies that seem to violate
the logic of stacked levels. Irony can arise wherever a discourse structure
provides a multilevel network of mental spaces. Where verbal irony involves
a mismatch between what a speaker says and some set of mutually manifest
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assumptions in the common ground, cosmic irony involves a mismatch between
facts and expectations at the level of an event itself, and dramatic irony involves
a mismatch between facts at the event level and beliefs at a higher narrative level.
It also suggests that there is a reason why some genres seem particularly to
lend themselves to irony. The ironizing viewpoint constitutes a new common
ground between the interpreter and some implicit or explicit interlocutor, or
fellow-observer. This higher ground may be constructed in the process of
interpretation, but it may also be already established by the discourse situation
in which the irony occurs. Narrative fiction, for example, comes with a (usually
overt) narrator, who is understood as distinct from, if sometimes closely aligned
with, an implied author.

1.5

Irony as a viewpoint phenomenon
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A stable structural irony: Huck Finn reverts to his wicked ways

As we have seen, of the phenomena commonly deseri~ as "ironic," verbal
irony is by far the most frequently discussed in the cognitive science and
linguistics literature. Verbal ironies are intentional, and understanding them
relies at least in part on recognizing a difference between what is said and the
proposition and attitude that the speaker intends to convey.
Cosmic or situational irony, by contrast, is perpetrated by the universe, rather
than by a speaker. It arises from twists of fate in which hopes and expectations
are overturned in some fundamental way. To die of thirst swrounded by water,
or to lose the thing you love best through the very actions that you take in order
to preserve it, is to be the victim of a cosmic irony. To be subject to such an
irony is perhaps poignant, but also absurd, or at least faintly ridiculous. There is
a sense that destiny has conspired to play a joke on the irony's unhappy target,
as if fate, the universe, or some other omniscient agent were in some way the
author of the irony.
The complex viewpoint involved in appreciating cosmic irony arises not
from a conflict between an expressed proposition and the real communicative
intentions of its utterer, but between something like the apparent "intentions"
of the universe and the futile original intentions or expectations of the irony's
victim, so that the former make a mockery of the latter. Appreciating the irony
in such a circumstance requires a certain amount of detachment: again, it calls
for the interpreter to take a particular view of a viewpoint. In taking one's
own circumstances to be ironic, one must momentarily step outside oneself, to
indulge in a perhaps rueful or bitter chuckle at one's own expense.
A similar process underlies the interpretation of stable dramatic and structural
ironies- the kinds of irony that play a central role in Tristram Shandy, Oedipus
Rex, Mansfield Park, or The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. A stable irony
(Booth 1974) is one that can be grasped in one go, without the prospect of
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~ infi~i~ regress of further ironic undermining. In these cases, the particular
dispanty ts between what a narrating character or persona takes herselfto mean
and the deeper or higher significance that the implied author seems to intend
the reader to understand. As in verbal irony, these texts say one thing and mean
another, but here the double meaning arises from the presentation of a character
whos~ account of events is clearly unreliable in some way. She is untrustworthy
or na.tve; some failing that the implied author of the text recognizes and does
not share.impairs her judgment: prejudice, perhaps, or limited perspicacity, or
personal mterest.
. In interpreting these ironies, the reader can make use of an already estab~sh~- detached or superior Viewpoint, or decompress a blend, to make an
tromzmg Viewpoint/Ground newly available. For example, the moment in The
Adve~res of Huckleberry Finn when Huck decides to help Jim, even though
he believes that doing so is a sin, involves a sustained clash between the focalizing viewpoint and what the reader takes to be the case, prompting the reader
to zoom out to the higher ground associated with the implied author. Here is
the passage in question (Twain 2008 [1884]: 143):

I felt good and all washed clean of sin for the first time I had ever felt so in my life, and
I knowed I. co~d pra~ n~w. But I didn't do it straight off, but laid the paper down and
set ~rethinking- ~g how good it was all this happened so, and how near I come
to bemg l~t and gomg to ~ll. And went on thinking. And got to thinking over our ttip
down _the nver; ~ I see Ju~ before me all the time: in the day and in the night-time,
some~ moonlight, sometimes storms, and we a-floating along, talking and singing
~ laughing. But somehow I couldn't seem to strike no places to harden me against
him: but only the other kind. I'd see him standing my watch on top of his'n, 'stead of
callmg me, so I could go on sleeping; and see him how glad he was when I come back
out of the ~og; ~d when I come to him again in the swamp, up there where the feud was;
and suc~-like nmes; and would always call me honey, and pet me and do everything he
c?uld think of for me, and how good he always was; and at last I struck the time I saved
him by te~g the ~n we had small-pox aboard. and he was so grateful, and said I was
the best friend old Jtm ever had in the world, and the only one he's got now; and then I
happened to look around and see that paper.
It was a cl?se place. I took it up, and held it in my hand. I was a-trembling, because I'd
got ~ dectde, forever, betwixt two things, and I knowcd it. I studied a minute, sort of
holding my breath, and then says to myself:
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I

"All right, then, I'll go to hell" - and tore it up.
It was awful thoughts and awful wo~. but they was said. And I let them stay said; and
n~ver thought no more about reformmg. I shoved the whole thing out of my head and
S3.1d I would ~e up wickedness again, which was in my line, being brung up to it: and
the ~warn t _And for a starter I would go to work and steal Jim out of slavery again;
~d if I.could think up anything worse, I would do that, too; because as long as I was
In, and tn for good, I might as well go the whole hog.
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Huck is a victim of this irony, although not in the same way as the object of
a satire is its victim. Here, the effect is sympathetic, even poignant; Huck is
a victim of his own ironic circumstances, and both reader and implied author
see that irony, crediting Huck with additional virtue thereby. Huck's conviction
that his .decision is damnable makes its bUe laudability all the more evident.
The ostensible viewpoint in this passage lies squarely with the narrator,
Huck. But the reader knows, through information built up over the course of
the novel, that the perspective implicated in statements like how near I come
to being lost and going to hell is more complex. Here, Huck is ~enacting
discourse and professing beliefs that properly belong to someone else - to
the pious and small-minded Miss Douglas, to the prevailing views of white
Southern society that surround him - and the distance between Huck's true
convictions and the beliefs that he echoes is made increasingly explicit over
the course of this passage. So far, this state of affairs looks strikingly like the
examples of dissociative, ironic DIST discussed in Vandelanotte (this volume).
However, in this case, the putative speaker is patently unaware of the distance
between the two positions. This is not a verbal irony that can be ascribed to the
speaker himself. Something else is going on.
This kind of structural irony involves much the same kind of interpretive
work as verbal irony, but with an additional layer. Something is said. The
reader who enjoys the irony then appreciates that an attitude is being conveyed
that differs from what is being said, but that the intention behind this double
articulation cannot be ascribed to the putative speaker. To resolve the clash of
perspectives, the reader must take recourse to a higher level of the discourse
situation, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. The normally latent perspective of the
implied author is recruited to provide a viewpoint from which the subjective
narrating viewpoint can~ newly consbUed as an object. of conceptualization.
The "f' of the higher Viewpoint Space looks upon, rather than participating in,
the vexed viewpoint represented by the 'T' of Huck's Ground.
Ordinarily, readers are not continually consciously aware of the implied
author as they proceed through a text, and the more successful a piece of
fiction, the more fully immersed readers are in the deictic frame associated
with the current speaker. That is, much of the time when we are reading a
narrated fiction, we are inhabiting a blend in which the narrator is the (one and
only) speaker of the narrative.
In the blend. the narrator partakes of all the aspects of the speaker role
distinguished by Goffman (1981)- he is the animator, the person who does
the uttering, the author or composer of the utterance, and the principal whose
position is established by the words that are uttered. Appreciating a structural
irony requires a decompression of this blend. The new construal involves a
fresh awareness that both narrative viewpoint and the role of current speaker
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Figure 1.3

ar~ compl~x. 'This dec.ompression of the conflated authorial and narrating view-

p~mts acti~ates: or remtroduces, a higher-level Base Space identified with the
discourse ~ttuation and viewpoint of the implied author.

Fro~ this perspective, the ironizing reader can appreciate that what H k
takeshimselftome _ · deed
.
uc
. .
an ~
: what he takes himself to believe-is at odds with
the true stgruficance of his actions and motivations and that thi .
.
. . .tself · ·
'
S lDCOnStStency
ts tn •.
st~ficant and intentional. The discrepancy between Huck's
· 1 d.
pre
.
.
sentation of his own situati
the
. .
on, mc u mg his own discourse situation, and what
ironreader ts gt~e? to understand the true situation to be generates a structural
G y. In recogmzm~ the source of this discrepancy, readers shift Viewpoint and
round to.a.mor~ distant perspective, creating a sense of both ironic distance
and comphctty With the implied author.
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1.6

Instabilities
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''Everybody blames the Jews for killing Christ, and then the Jews try
to pass it off on the Romans. I'm one of the few people that believe it
was the blacks."

Unstable ironies set up zoom-out configurations in which the potential views
of viewpoints threaten to proliferate uncontrollably. Silverman's unsettling
humor invites the intetpreter to vacillate among these proliferating viewpoints,
while also recognizing that the author of the irony intended this unsteady
view: the intetpreter must take a view of the fluctuating view of a viewpoint.
This interpretive process involves a mental space configuration like the one
illustrated in Figure 1.4.
The joke 8ets. up a speaker's reality space, Sl, and three belief spaces: Ml,
M2, and M3. The punchline, I'm one of the few people that believe it was the
blacks, provokes a clash that seems at first blush to be a classic verbal irony.
Just as with the "Lovely weather" example, an assertion that would ordinarily
count as an expressed belief of the speaker appears under utterance conditions
that conflict with this interpretation.
The surprise makes the audience laugh, and the recognition of the inappropriateness prompts hearers to decompress the blend of expressed viewpoint
and speaker viewpoint, zooming out to a new Base Space. This is S2, the "Real
Sarah Silverman" space. Sl retains its associated viewpoint, that of the Sarah
Silvennan persona, which the comedian and the audience can look down on
together from a shared ironic viewpoint. So far, so sarcastic.
However, while the irony here may be what Booth (1974) calls "locally"
stable, its status with respect to the larger discourse is less clear. When someone
looks at the rain and says "Lovely weather!" in disgusted tones, there is no worry
that she will tum out to have really meant that the weather was indeed lovely.
Similarly, nothing in the discourse context or our background knowledge
suggests that we need to worry that it is actually the case that Sarah Silverman
truly believes that black people were responsible for the death of Jesus. At
the same time, her intended message does not seem to be straightforwardly
sarcastic. The point is not to covertly express something like, "As .if black
people killed Jesus! Can you believe the kind of bozo who would think such a
thing?" There is no such bozo.
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Just as not aU ironies are verbal, neither are all ironies resolvable. The viewpoint
account of irony can also handle unstable ironies, "in which the truth asserted
or implied is that no stable reconstruction can be made out of the ruins revealed
through the irony" (Booth 1974: 240); "ironies that will tum into infinities tf
pursued" (ibid.: 246). Sarah Silverman's routine, described in the introduction
and recapitulated in (7), induces one kind of unstable irony.
(7)
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especially masterful ironizer. If we do not take it to be intentional, we end
up with a similar mental space configuration, but a very different opinion of
Silvennan, ~ause the zoom-out effect is a form of alienation from the lowerlevel viewpoint and from those who hold it. In that case, the reconstrual is not
one of complicity but of estrangement At this point, we have the option of stabilizing the irony by rejecting the joke. But as long as we allow the possibility
that the performance is ironic and that the joke is funny, audience and speaker
alike are implicated in the viewpoints of both S2 and S3, and the ultimate
stance remains indetenninate, as indicated by the double-headed dashed line
in Figure 1.4.
Ambiguous ironic intentions like Silverman's are not the only possible source
of ironic instability, and we would like, finally, to discuss the structurally unstable irony generated by the short story "Borges and I" (Borges 1967 [1964]). This
story presents a situation in which, by virtue of their expression, the thoughts
and characteristics of Borges become those of the public persona "Borges."
Thus everything the narrator tells us about the relationship between Borges and
"Borges" accrues not to Borges but to "Borges," and the more Borges tries to
express this irony, the worse it gets:
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The other one, the one called Borges, is the one things happen to ... I like hourglasses,
maps, eighteenth-century typography, the taste of coffee and the prose of Stevenson; he
shares these preferences, but in a vain way that turns them into the attributes of an actor.
It would be an exaggeration to say that ours is a hostile relationship; I live, let myself
go on living, so that Borges may contrive his literature, and this literature justifies·me.

,I'

... Years ago I tried to free myself from him and went from the mythologies of the
suburbs to games with time and infinity, but now those games belong to Borges and I
will have to think up something else. Thus is my life a flight and I lose everything and
everything belongs to oblivion, or to him.
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I

,I
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Figure 1.5

I do not know which of us has written this page

If ever there was an irony that would '<turn into infinities if pursued," this is
it. The basic situational irony takes as its ingredients an experiencer (A), a
situation, and an expectation. In the Focus/Event Space, A acts with intention
to bring about some result p. In the higher Viewpoint Space, A's action brings
about ~p. ''Borges and r· invokes a similar causal structure and combines it
with a potentially infinite regress of ironic reconstruals.
The action that gives rise to Borges' dilemma - presenting himself in
writing - and the articulation of that dilemma are one and the same. As
a result, the ordinary zoom-out construal involved in appreciating a situational irony gives rise each time to a new dilemma and a new need to construct a higher-level Viewpoint/Ground. The irony can never be resolved. This
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;~;wpoint configuration generates the mise en abyme, or infinite regress
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·dl
lifi .
ruct . rrony
stab!
' ~apt. Ypro ~rating, perhaps even uncontrollable, means by which
e meanmg ts undenruned and made permanently uncertain
We would note, as well, that constructing this kind of . . .
unavo~dably inv~lves active and conscious interpretive 1abo;~~ co~trual
canorucal s~asttc utterance in a context where conventional disco:= o"!u:
support that mterpretation is relatively rapid and automatic for adults ( g fi
example Kreuz d Link 2002
see, or
ever, noticeable:
.
). In n~~el and _complex cases like these, howinte ti
~spectton and exphctt Puzzling over the speaker's "genuine"
n ons are required before the full unsettling instability emerges.
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1.7

Conclusion

Irony in all its forms is a figure of subjectivity. More precisely, it is a figure
of desubjectification: the process whereby conceptual contents ~at .are first
construed subjectively are ·reconstrued as an object of concep~on. ~
possibility for irony is, in effect, a natural consequence of~ n~attve ~nd:
irony arises from the fact that any situation we enco~ter ts s~bject to mterpretation both as something that happens and as so~ething ~at lS represented.
However, irony's operation is constrained by the high costs 1t puts on p~ess
ing and a consequent need for highly ritualized discourse contexts (cf Haunan
1998).
. .
.
Our approach complements existing theories of irony by v1ewmg tt as a
variety of interpretive experience, and by focusing on the cl~se -:- and, we
argue, natural ..:.. relations between different sorts of v~~al, Situa~onal, an~
structural ironies, to show why irony is difficult, why tt 1s unsettling, why 1t
typically has a victim, and why it is subject to proliferation in certain discourse

contexts.
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A Mental Space approach to subjectivity

This chapter proposes an analysis of historical processes of meaning subjectification, in terms of viewpoint relations in a dynamic network of mental spaces.
We argue that defining subjectification in terms of mental space structure allows
added precision both in identifying subjective aspects of meaning and in assessing degrees of subjectivity - and hence in accurately describing directions of
meaning change. We shall begin by giving our definition, in the context of
the extensive scholarship on subjectification, and continue with examination of
particular cases.
Linguists' understanding of viewpoint has been advanced by, among other
things, almost thirty years of research on subjectivity and subjectification.
Traugott (1982, 1989, 1995), Langacker (1987, 1990, 1991), Hopper and Traugott (1993), Traugott. and Dasher (2002), and others have in different ways
used these words to define the relationship between the referential meaning of
a word and the understanding of the speech setting- the speaker's and hearer's
physical setting, beliefs, and interaction. Research also points (Sweetser 1990;
Dancygier and Sweetser 2005; Sanders et al. 2009) to a cline of subjectivity
between these aspects of the speech setting: the physical setting is more "objective" than the speaker's and hearer's mental states and interaction. Traugott has
proposed the generalization that meanings can move towards greater subjectivity, but not towards decreased subjectivity. Relatively high subjectivity is
present in grammatical meaning domains such as tense (time relative to the
Speaker and Addressee's Now), epistemic modality (reference to the Speaker's
reasoning processes), and (in)definiteness marking (reference to informational
accessibility by Addressee, as assessed by the Speaker in context).
Langacker has defined subjectivity as implicit (or relatively unprofiled) reference to the Speaker, Hearer, and generally to the Ground (S, H, and their
physical and temporal discourse setting); Traugott's examples of subjectification also clearly involve added meaning of this implicit kind. A meaning
such as tense would be subjective by Langacker's definition, since the primary
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